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Votes To _Ratify
'Retention For Hearings
.

By 'ORLANDO .MEDINA
The .ASUNM Ad Roc
Committee investlg~tlng
allegations against .ASUNM Vice
President Ernet~to . Gomez voted
lru~t night to ratify the ret~anti,on
of th,e legal firm o£ Horn,
Schowers and Git1$berg as legal
. council•

.

Wet Groundhog Day
Saturday is groundhOg day and if the little ~'critter" attempts
to poke his furry head out of the earth by Marron Hail and the
LOBO office he'll drown in Lake Hillerman.

PIRG. Chairperson
Expects Regents
To Ok GSA Funds
...... • 'r

'

t
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The legal firm was retained
following last Wednesday night's
senate vote to impeach Gomez for
allegedly tampering· with last
Fall's election ballots.
The vote o£ impeachment .is
simplY. a statement that a heal'ing
of a1legations will be held before
the senate body presided ove;t by
the 'ASUNM Chief Justice Mal'k
Ish.

•

· The hearing will take place at the ad hoc committee by the
next Wednesday night's senate senate and .in a memo presented
meeting.
.
by P'resident P1:o Temporem
The ad hoc committee was
fQrmed last Wednesday night to
investigate the allegations made
against Gomez by former:
-Eiectlons Commission
Chairperson, Gene Brito.
At that time Brito alleged that
himself, Gomez and Lobby
Committee Chairperson, Bertha
Grace Olivare~, director of the Institute .of Social
Sisneros·Parker had placed an
illegal vote in the Fall election
R~sel\reb and Deve!opmel\t1 resigned yesterday
• ballots.
'
_
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•
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'If the graduate funds are
In a press conference held
yesterday the chairper10n of the approved, Coles said. the funds
New. Mexico Public Interest wDI be used 4'to hire a small staff
Research Group (PJRG) said . he of professionals to undertake the
I!J[peets the Regents to approve research of social. problems that
the graduate funds allocated in PJRGs are designed to do/'
the last election.
PIRG member ·and ASUNM
The organization wnt appear Sen. John Leibendorfer asked that
before the Regents at their intere$ted stUdents attend the
meeting tomorrow to present the Regents' meeting tomorrow at 9
results of the GSA election and a.m., Room 202, Scholes Hall.
aak that the funds be approved. .
"The Regents were impresaed
With the Regents' approval of
year when interested students
.
last
the funds, Ed Coles said, PIRG
''will receive . approximately showed .up at the meeting at 8
$12,000 to $13,000 this fall from a.m.," Liebendoder said.
. graduate students at UNM."

The group was advised to work
through the •;normal student
govemment channels," COles said.
PJRG. placed the lee questfott
the undergraduate and ·
graduate election ballots but lost
bY 60 v~tes in the undergraduate ·
election. Last m~nth, however, the
group reeeived ari :tppropriation
from the ttndergraduate student
g_overnment (ASUNM). to
advertise and pubtish pamphlets.
Tlu! pamphlets were handed
. out_ at a table peopled by PiRG
during walk through" registration
students:.
tor11 .dollations..· ~
<. , . ,.,• . ans asked,
.ll:ta.
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afternoon.
A ··highly placed University source said her
resignation stemmed from the possibility of being
appointed by Gov. Apodaca as directQr of the State
Planning Office.
·
Olivarez, a J.D., was appointed director of'ISRAD
in July 1972 at a salary of $33,890.
University President Ferrel Heady said he had
heard earlier of Olivarez' po.ssible resignation. but did
not know of her possible appointment under the
goverrtor,'s administration.
ISRAD was set up in 1968 to oversee various
UniversitY grant-seeking programs. Jack Campbell was
its first director.

By JOHN RUCKER
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(Editor's Note: . This coming'' Sternglass drew- an analogy_
Tuesday, the LOBO will dedicate between .the hal'mful effects . of
an entire issue to energy research. early X·ray rnacbmes and . the
In that issue; we Will examine the potential damage that could be
pros and cons of nuclear power. done . by. our own ·equally
generation more .closely. The primitive understanding of nuc1ear
following article .is .merely a rea~tions .. This. analogy. was
summary of Dr. Sternglass' ideas, obv1oUsly nbt accepted by some
analysis . of his comments last _members o£ the audtence.
night Will be done in more detail .. The. summary of atomic power
in our next feature edition.)
development .by Sterngla~ 'Yas

.. When PIRG approached the
Regen til last sprinr with a petition
signed by 51 per eent of the
student body requesting the
mandatory fee for undergraduates
it was refused.

>

,I~ ..,

Brito said that Sisneros·Parket
was allowed to vote after he and
Gomez were rooking for more
votes to overcome the five vote
ma:rgin. in the race between
in cum bent Se natot .Larry
Abraham and Ramon Vigil.fot the
last open seat.
Gomez denied all the
allegations made by Brito.
The senate also passed an
emergency appropriation bill that
night for the purpose of retaining
leglll counsel.
The emergency appropriatieln
was for the sum of $300•
Sisneros·Parker, Brito, ASUNM
Attomey Larry Hanna and Gomez
were requested to appear before

~

Critic Advocates Plant Shutdowns

The funds tor PIItG would be
collected as a mandatory $2
tuition fee increase but would be
refundable to tho!ie student.
requesting so later.
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ISRAD Head Resigns;·
Next Jo~b Unsure

0

i

Ernesto Gomez

Damon Tobia~!~ last night· Gomez
declined the it1vitation to appeat
before the committee.
The. next meeting of the ad hoc
commithe, is · tontatiVely
scheduled for Sunday afternoon
on the second floor of the SUB.
The fall election ballots were
mentioned again last Wednesday
night when Sisneros·Parker was
questioned by several senators as
to the results 9f the poll attached
to the ballot.
Sisneros·Parker told the
senato.rs what the top three
priorities of the Lobby
Committee were and the progress
the committee had made,
A motion was made for a vote
of confidence in the LobbY chair
but failed to pass by three votes.
A vote of confidence, however,
was passed by the senate in the
entire lobby committe~.

· ...

Dr. Ernest Sternglass, a

controversial critic of nuclear
fission power generators, spoke to
a crowd of several hundred· at the
SUB Batlt<;)om last night.
. ·
Stern glass promised not so
much "to go into th~ . gory
details' 1 of nuclear radiation
· effects so much "ns to warn his
audience about. a matter which
concerns "the very life and de:~.th
··of out sotiiety.n ·
. He began by summarizing the
·development of nuclear fission as
a: power source artd stressed how
little was known about fission
when it~ was .first e.mploy~d*~ ~ . • • 1
-

-

•
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based. on a theme of humanttartan·
thwarted .·by . an
Jncomt>1ete grasp of the problems
in~?lved. . .
. ..
• .
. .We. wanted to .see somethmg
fruitful and useful. com;e . . o~t of
the. tragedy of. Htrosbtma, . he
sa~d. "~ome of the ':ery best
people m the fields of sctence and
engineering. •. devo~d years and
years of effort tq t~ to bring
about the benefit of the peaceful
atom to mankind,., Sternglass was·
one of these m~n. .
. . ..
. Sta.ted. br1efly, Stexhglass
believes that due to a combination
o r sci e n t if,j c a rr o g an c e,
1
,
, • • • ~ n • (Cont.inu~do ()f1. P!Jiit! 6), • ~· ••••• ,
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Perspective

etters
Editorials
Opinions

·editorial
Worker's Union
Makes Headway
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With all the special interest groups around campus
that serve only a few students, it's nice to see an
organization like the International Student Workers
Union come along. Not only are they productive, but
. they also exhibit an ambitious drive to get things
accomplished.
Up until late last semester student workers·on the
work study program were being paid once a month,
which is, as any student will testify, an economic bind
that's hard to cope with. The ISWU successfully pressed
administrators to change payments to twice a month.
Now the union .would lik.e to obtain a pay increase·
for work-study people, a worthy go,al but 'also one that
wijl be tough to achieve. Most student workers now get
the minimum wage of $2 an hour. Those who are paid
more usually have jobs that require more skill or
responsibility .and each department decides on the jo!J's
worth and thus its attached wage.
.
The departments pay for one·~hird of each workers'
paycheck while the work study office makes up the
other two-thirds. And with the present fiscal year half
over it seems highly unlikely. that there will be enough
money for increases without slashing the amount of jobs
offered.
What the ISWU can do, however, is to push for an
across the board minimum wage for the next year that
provides more· than the· standard $2 an" hour. The
proposal would not necessarily have to deplete the
wages of those now earning the higher pay but wouiCI
' establish a bit of equanimity fo~ starting wages. Some
may have to wait longer for .their rais~s, but in the long
run we think it's
to consider.

!"I ~

A Minority Problem.?
Editor:
education and medical • care) · those
In response to your letter to the discriminated against are not able to
editor-Yes, it does bother me that far compete on computer graded exams in
less qualified applicants to the UNM a second Ian guage with students
School of Medicine are being accepted. programmed to compete since early
These far less qualified people are childhood. These students are given
applying with near 4.0 G.P.A,s but m'any opportunities to adVance
have no feeling for real people. These economically and socially towards as
far less qualified people have become high a level of production as possible
so competitive on an impersonal basis for the same discriminatory system.
that they become a menace to the This system is totally inhuman and
people they may . someday treat, or irJelevant to people dedicated to serve
rather fix in their learned machjne·like even if it means living and struggling
style. These far less qualified, despite for an opportunity to better serve their
high intelligence demonstrated on people' >Based on capital increase, it
, transcripts and computer graded tests, prevents concern and compassion in
are still nlilire of the fact that because the administration of good health care.
of sexual and racial discrimination in Obviously you are not aware of these
this area of the country (for nearly ·facts of life, Dr. Mead. To have gone
four centuries il1 all areas including . through medical school alongside
. what
'
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Commentary

How Do You Get Rid of .Ghosts?
By GEORGE JOHNSON
How do,you get rid of a ghost?
And what else can you call a
man in Jovan Djuric's position?
He was involuntarily retired last
August on· charges of mental
incompetence and put on
-temporary sick ·leave awaiting
what was supposed to be a
f~rrnality: 'the New Mexico
Educational Retirement "Board's
decision to grant him disability
pay.
But the NMERB took their job
seriously: they are charged with

Letters

1::

you called unqualified minority'
students who, incidentally, performed
as well, or better, than you and' who
continue to prove their competence as
top students of their class and still not
understand is difficult to comprehend.
The low drop-out rate for minority
students is evidence that there are not
only a few exceptions but that nearly
all are well qualified.
The minorities in this state who
generate tax money which allows
continuation of the functions of the
medical sch.ool are, for your
information, a majority in this state,
which on the contrarY indicates the
poljcies of 1tie school havE! still not met
the needs of the people .of the state
because there are still only 3% Spanish
. surnamed medical doctors in this state.
. A very harmful thing for the people
of this stilte are doctors li.ke you who
(Oontinufld on page t;j.

And so they were faced With
the strange case of Dr. Jovan
Djuric, who insisted he wasn't ·
·crazy. Who was retired against his ·
will.
The NMERB bad their own
doctors examine hirn-and they
gave him a ciean bill of health. '
Since Dillric was retiree! .on ..thll '"
condition that he be immediately
eligible for disability benefits, the
NMERB decision has thrown the
.,
protecting the taxpayer, With' Regents into a bind. The/ve had
keeping freeloaders off the public to bring Ojuric out of a retirement
(Continued on page 5)
dole.
~.
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382 Cancellation Revisited
Editor:
College of Engineering is simply
Recently the Coilege of Engineeiing understaffed and, consequently, must
was forced to cancel Engineering 3B2, use engineers from the local
Energy and the Environment due to a - communitY as adjunct professors who
la~t·minute cancellation by the adjunct
usually teach only one class.
professor who was scheduled to teach
Cancellation of classes not onlY
the course. Consequently, a number of disrupts students' plans but also
students who had pre-enrolled in the adversely affects the college inVolved.
course were inconvenienced and were Therefore, we do. everything possible •
justifiably unhappy about this change. to avoid such cancellations. However,
Tl)is situation was e)(plained in an when organizations are underfunded
article by David Crain in the Monday, and operating on shoestrings as at
,JanuarY 27, 1975 Lobo.
UNM, there are simpJy not enough
Cancellation of classes or closing of faculty members to teacti the necessarY
classes is relatively common at . courSes, so adjunct professors rnust be
universities, and occasionally classes , used and the college has less control
are cancelled because of a lack of over its actfllities.
students. Howev~r. in this case the
A problem of toO few professors in
class was cancelled due to a lack of a the College of Engineering could be
professor to teach the course .. The greatly helped if the Boar.d of
Educational Finance and our State
by Garry Trudeau
Legislature would adopt a reasonable
differential funding formula for the
University. Because we. do not have
differential fuhding,. UNM suffers more
than ahy other university in the state
to our larger graduate program. In
due
t'M NUT
particular;
the. professional schools
A5KIN6 '(()(/
sul:h as Engineering, Law, Pharmacy,
7fJ tiJVB M~
· and oihers suffer disproportionately
RJ/?n:.
because of this lack of recognition qf
the higher costs of such professional
programs. Recently, Oean Gross of the
College of Engineering pointed out
that UNM's College of Engineering is
funded at less than half the dollars per
student of a typical engineering school
in the Mississippi Valley region.
. Sincerely,
· K. T. Feldman, Jr.
·
Professor
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The pro-alcohol faction of Portales will once
again try to make their town "wet."
On febr'Uary 20 they hope to present over 1000
signatures to the city co'llncil calling for another
vote, in the middle· of April. The availability of
alcohol would make the area more attractive to
studenta at1d businessmen, they said.
..

U of Oklahoma

§:,
"Rhino Immobilizer" strikes again! The
~ University of Oklahoma police ar11 attaching the
"boot" to the wheels of cars ''incurring excessive
'Unpaid violations, parking in hazardous locations, or
parking in fire or handicapped zones."

Columbia Evaluations

'SP,IlRE A DIME? SINCE WHEN WERE YOU SATISFIED WITH A DIME?'

.

: Elsewhere :.
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Columbia University's College Admissions Office
was occupied in the spring of 1972. During the
occupation, the protestors :,ceroxed some of the
admissions files.
The documents pr(nied below are evaluations of
applicants, of sever:il years ago, by admissions
officers followed by the comments of the faculty
member,
"What a great catch he'd be-not only from the
world of ballet, but from Princeton as well." ·
"fantastic kid. He has great taste in ties too."
"I see no strength in the folder. At least he is a
boy who seems to like to read, but he seems pretty
tired. We can review it carefully with his most
recent grades."
"Black! This t;ype is a dime a dozen. We wi1hdraw
a hundred of 'em every year, It'll be six years, a
G. W. (general warning), a withdrawal, a run·in about
drugs and maybe even a plagiarism case before he
finally decides to join Sha·na·na,"
"--•s interview states the undeniable case.
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- - i s in no way suited for Columbia."
''0 these ethnic sterootypes! A nice boy,
apparently, but intelleclually not in our league,"
"It's strange to see a ge11uine flower child in this
year's crop, but - - is one. The academics are
extremely erratic and --.- seems as Qlose to
directionless as any applicant I've seen, No."
"I disagree with - - . - - is by no means a
genius."
"There is little reaso11 to go with this one. His
grades have become increasingly worst (sic) with
each year. The school makes no comment on his
record and the teacher's recommendations stabs
more than Brutus stabbed Caesar. The question is
not whether he will get in but why he would ever
apply."
"His teacher certainly gave him the shaft! We
should get more applications like this: easy to
decide and a tidy profit from the fee."
" - - is a B student and an athlete at n typical
New Jersey high school. As such, he is no cause for
cheering I suppose, given all the talk about his
'maturity' that he could stick to it and get through
here. He looks to be the dull sort who would deaden
the classroom and for this reason 1 would prefer
that we not take him."
.
"I don't want him .in any of my courses so I vote
no."

UCSB

Marjoe Gortner, the former child evangelist was
at the University of California at Santa Barbara last
week. "I never believed to begin with," he said. "I
kept telling myself what 1 did was good, that the
people who saw me were getting joy from it, that it
didn't matter if I believed~" But finally he got out
because he hated the "burn·in·hell, give· money,
guilt" trip.
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Pizza, In the Privacy
of Your Home
yours~lf

We know how it is. Sometimes you just want to lock
your room and not come out all day,

in

It's too cold outside. Or you're in no mood for people. Or your
nor much to look ar, anyway. Or maybe you passed away.
Go ahead, darlings, indulge your.1elves. You can stay home, alone
or with friends, and still enjoy Carrara's piping-hoi pl~za, in almost
endless varieties,

With Cararro's brought right to ym1r door, you may never go
outside again. Why bother?

~
~
268-2300

We Deliver

Get
better

looking.

Minorities A'nd The· Medattended
School
a school with

(Continued from page 4)
hil to comprehend the basic anc;l
essential problems of this state causing
you-1:o still look- down upon certain
groups as inferior. This medieval mind
may well result in inefficient medical
practice and purposeful mal-practice,
If you are so concerned about the
admissions policy of the school you

recently attended, whv did you not
voice your criticisms to the admissions
committee rather than wait to attempt
using your title to cause .more dissent
and spread ignorance? This indicates
even more strongly a lack of concern
for human beings and a destructive
nature. Perhaps it would have been
more rewarding for you had you

admission
policies to your liking in a state where
minorities could be easily dealt with
rather than 'establish residency in this
state to attend medical school and then
criticize the minority admissions
policy.
Jimmy Martinez
National Chicano Health
Organization

I

How Do You Get Rid of Ghosts?

(Continued (rom page 4)
that lasted less. than halt a year.
N<?w Heady has asked the
Faculty Advisory Committee to
decide if Djuric should be

where does that leave him? They
could put him back on sick leave
but the man's not ill.
He's been unretired but not
reinstated. It's like something out

of Catch-22. It makes you wonder
what the real reasons are behind
the anti·Diuric move.
It's beginning to sound like an
exorcism.

RED

HOT
PANTS
SWEATER
SALE
20%0ff

I
\

Entire Stock

:!

You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is avail.;
able and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master
Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at
TSO because at TSO we care
how you look at life.

-TEXAs STATE
OPTICAL.
Ophthalmic Dispensers
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4300 Central Ave. S.E.
in Albuquerque
Phone 268-2008
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Agriculture Comm Rejects Food Stamp Cut
By LYNPA SPARBER
Many students across the country may find
themselves having to pay more for their food
stamps and some may even find themselves no
longer eligible for food stamp benefits as a result
of recent government proposals.
President Fo.rd, in an 'anti-inflation move, has
ordered a cut in food stamp benefits which would
base stamp prices on 30 per cent of a household's
adjusted net income as opposed to the present
average of 23 per cent.
•
In addition, under Ford's plan, students claimed
as dependents on the income ·tax of families in an
income bracket above food stamP !lligibility will·
not qualify for benefits.
If pasi;ed, the pl11n will go into effect March 1 of
this year. The House Agdculture Committee voted
Thursday to reject the $650 million cut in aid to
the needy Ford has ordered, and court hearings
may be held next week at the r~quest . of
anti-poverty groups for_ a temporary mjuncbon
against it.
Under present procedures, a student at UNM
with a $750 student Joan as sole income for the
semester and with average expenses of $80 for rent
and $19.45 for utilities per month would pay $1
for $46 worth of food stamps. Under Ford's plan,
the student would pay $8 for the same amount of
food stamps.
·
''?
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(Continued {rom page 1)

of coal left, we have untapped
resources of gas sitting in capped
wells down in the Gulf of Mexico
waiting for the price to go up."
Sternglass has his admirers, but
is also 'faced with violent criticism.
Some of these critics are from the
nuclear industry, which does not
take kindly to Sternglass'
not-so-subtle hint about closing
down fission reactors.
But criticism has al~o come
from the scientific community.
The Health 'Physics So.ciety noted
"The material con.tained in Dr.
Sternglass' paper has also been
presented publicly at other
occassions in various parts of the
countrv.
" His. allegations, in several
forms,have in each .instance been
analyzed by scientists, physicians,
and biostatisticians

unnecessary secrecy and simple
oversight that the 11ation has come
close to an ecological disaster.
He feels that too much
attention Was paid in experiments
to short bursts of high level
radiation (such as the Hiroshima
bomb blast) and not enough
emphasis has been put on the
effects of long term exposure to
low levels of radiation.
Low levels of iadiation may
cause heart disease and cancer,
according to Sternglass. Birth
rates may be affected.
· Sternglass does see a "bright
side to the coin,'' however. ''We.
have another chance," he said.
"There are only about 26 to 50
reactors operating in the United
States, generating less than one
per cent of the energy (or our
country."
"WI! do have hundreds of years

"Without exception, these
agencies and scientists have
concluded that Dr. Sternglass'
arguments are not substantiated
by the data he presents."
Similar sentiments have been
expressed by other scientists and
physicians across the world,
In the final result, Sternglass'
most lasting contribution to
science may be his adversary
status. Although his position on
nuclear power may be considered
extreme by most of the scientific
community, he is at least aslcing
questions.
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Advent/2speak-

crs, ~~ h~ writes... which cost me: so
little, and I am so embal'tassed at
theirsplendidne•s an<! realism that
I sotnetimes think that it would be
nice to send Advent or you more
. money. But fortunately, music also
heals my head so nicelyat those
times th;tt everything comes out nil
right. I'm working on it, bUt money.
still means fi lt!t to me."

Friday, January 31, 1975
8=00 P.M. 11!1 Civic Auditorium

•..,

•

TICKETS• SAO OUTLETS· GOLD STREET • ANTONIO'S
RIEDLlNII•s • VILLAGE souNDS • NATURAL SOUND II IMENAUL NE)

.

CANDVMAN IN SANTA FE

Advent, which is helping us pay for
this ad, informs us: "We arc really

ADVE\T
.Glenburn

t:;j

happy that LeslieWI'Ote in like that.
We spent twenty years leai·niilg tc>
make· a spertker as gond ns the
Advent/2, which (believ~ us) is
really \'Onderful, fM sa little
money, so we don't wahUtny mo1·e
scratch for ones we've sold. But we
hope Leslie gets the money thing

under control; it's been (I riving him
crazy for yea1·s. Thank ,vou.''

N(>w. We've put this really terrific
system together around the '
Adventl2's for only $344 .and if you
doh 't already own a really good
stereo system, you'd be crazy not to
get the money together in some
legal way and buy it. Besides the
Advent/2's, It's got a fine_Sjlerwood

Sherwood
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By JUDY HERRERA
Electronic calculator$-should they be allowed
during exams?
This was the question facing the
student/fnculty committee appointed by Chester
Travelstead, vice president for academic affairs,
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receiver to power the Advent/2's,lt
will receive all the FM and AMsta·
tionsyou desil'e. We include a Glenburn
automatic turntable with a Shur~
cal·tridge and diamond stylus that
will db good by your records.
Don't be-foolish 1111d buy some
mass·market cltrome phonograph
when for very few dollars more you
could have this ~ystem. And don't
go around buying sup0r.fanatic
cameras and. things until you have
a good sound system like this to
help you see better.
1'ake it from Leslie, who sends his

best.

Since 1949

3011 Monte Vista
_ 255-1694
near Girard and Central

to study the problem last spring.
During the course of the investigation, the
committee suggested professors teaching coUrses
which could involve the use of calculato~, take a
random survey of the feelings of some of their
students. on the subject.
. _ Civil Engineering ProCessor William R.
Gafford, surveyed all 100 students in his two
classes on Structural Engineering.
Gafford said his questionnaire included:
-Do you own your own pocket electronic
calculator?
-If you do not, would you buy one if you
could?

Part-Time
Situation
Grows Dim
The UNM Student Aids Office
reports a marked decline in the
number of part-time job openings
for UNM students in the
Albuquerque area. And this comes
at a time when there is a sharp
increase in the number of students
lool<ing for work. •
Mary Schodorf, in charge·nf the
part·time off-campus employment
section, said the number of job
listings has fallenabruptly during
the last two months.
"During the fall months _we
averaged 10 to 12 new job listings
a day," Schodorf said. "It's now
· dowrt to from two to five a day."
The office has several hundred
students looking for part-time
work, either temporary or
permanent and is listing between
50 and 75 new job·hUnters each
day.
.
The average dailY number of
stu dents looking for part• time
work off·carnpus is up about 50
per cent over the fall months.
.
"We need listings for any t:Ype
of work," she- said. "The students
need to work to help meet their
expe~\ses while attending classes."
Most of the students· placed
through the office take unskilled
or .rton•professional jobs~in
warehoU$eS, freight handling,
·offices, yard work, loading trucks,
helpirtg people· move-" any and all
ki!)dS of jdbs," Schodorf said.....
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Lunch Special

FREE

-How do you feel about the use of calculators
in class?
The answers showed that three·fourths of the
class owned them. Of those who did not own
one, the majority said they would buy one if
they could. Concel'lllng their use in class, the vast
majority said they should be allowed.
Gafford's questionnaire also asked for gencrlll
comments on the use of calculators, and U1e
general idea was that it would be ridiculous to
outlaw calculators in class. Gafford received
responses such as, "If the use of electronic
calculators is outlawed, nil calculators should be
outlawed including slide·rules, fingers and toes."
Gafford said that while the use of calculators
is acceptable in his structural enginem·iug classes,
they are not necessarily meant to be Used il1 all
classes.
"Calculators are acceptable in my classes,"
Gafford said, "because rather than give exams, I
give a numerical problem to be solved at each
class meeting, and I encourage calculators for
their accuracy in numerical problem ~oiving,
more than for their Ume·saving. Calculators tend
to reduce mathematical errors. Witnout accuracy,
I don't know if Lh!ly're doing the problem right:,"
Gafford said that one often mentioned
problem with calculators is that they tend to
discriminate against those without them bgcause
of the exb·a time students without them need.
"Calculators are faster than the slidc·rule, so
some do not think they're fair to those that have
only a slide-rule. But that is not true in my
classes because I allow enough time for slide-rule
use," Gafford said. "And no one has objected to .
this "
Gafford said that since his structural'
engineering classes !lfe aimed at the architecture
student, and many architecture students arcn 't
math o1'iented, the use of calculators is
acceptable.
"For my students, tf1e use of electronic
calculators should not be prohibited, but I'm not
speaking for the department."
The vice president's committee's final
recommendation was that no prohibitive action
be taken at the time, and that their use in class
would depend ·on the department or on the
professor.
The committee recommended that faculty
members be aware of the possible unfairness of
the use of calculators. To be fair, the committee
suggested their use be limited to some of the
tests given during the semester,
, ..
, . ..
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l4kt
gold'
with tourmaline
Designing different and unique pieces
·as different and unique as you arc is our business.
Make your business our business

gJ~~pce§~#.
(across Menalll from Coronado Center)

Telepllone 881-8939

6605 Menaul JIIE

An Invitation to Learn of
Challenging Employment
Opportunities
With

Featuring One of
Scotland's Finest

Friday 2-6 p.m.
Saturday 1-6 p.m.

DRAFT BEER

with each Sandwich.

Western Wine & Liquors

Free Tasting
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Pocket Calculators: Biasing Exams
i Against Those Without Them.?

~
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Albuquerque, N, M, 87106

Crystal 'eif

Lesliereport!< that i1is Advent,
Sherwood, Glenburn, Shure
systenl fl'onl otu· place is sometbn.cs
the onlr thin~ that keeps him going.
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Leslie Adonizio of Coral Gables, Florida, has
bought eleven cameras, a watch that tells
the time in each and every spiral galaxy, and
a sports car that changes color when
pursued, but the only thing that's fun
anymore is his stereo system bought
from us.
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student has merelY to produce a note from home
saying that the parents "are only 'loaning' any
support money and expect to be paid back."
This form of "loan" from home is not
considered as income 11nd is exempt from irlclusion
in income totals for the -student.
However, Barela said, if a student has access to a
charge .card or credit account belonging to anyone
outside of his "food stamp household," all charges
made by the student will be counted as income. If
the card belongs to the student the charges are not
included in the income figures, though.
In other words, he said, a student using dad's
gasoline charge ca1'd will be considered to have an
income of the amount he charges per mo.nth;
"Food stamp benefits were increased January 1,
197 5 for all lev.els except the one-person
household-which really is the elderly," Barela
commented.
A group of students living in one house can call
one roommate "head of household" if they are all
relatively dependent on each other or that one
person, Eligibility is derived from the combined
incomes and is scaled to the figures based on a
household of however many are included. Because
of the agriculture department's "one person
household" oversight, a multi-person household
may receive a comparably larger food stamp
benefit.

· Joseph Barela, a food st!lmp supervisor at the
San Mateo officll said that his office in particular
handles ll substantial Gaseload of University
students. At tile time or the interview, almost all
of the app]ic;m~~ in the office were students.
Barela attributed the large nUmber of students
to the onset of the new semester. "Students have
to eat, too," he said,
Much of the revision plan for the program has
reached his office only by what's reported in the
newspapers, Barela reported, adding that until
o.fficial word is -received on the new dependent
student rule, no departure from present applicant
qualification procedure .is planned.
Prese.ntly, eligibility is determined by the
monthly total of all constant income. Therefore,
salaries are taken into consideration but not
one-time money gifts. A semester's student Joan is
divided by 4,5 (the number o! months in a term)
and is then regarded as the average income for that
many months. Tuition is also divided by that sum
and subt-racted from the loan monthly total.
Barela pointed out, however, that if another
loan is received, such as from a bank or credit .
agency, the amount is not counted as income.
Only long-term, deferred loans counts in this case.
It is under this provision, he said, that many
students receiving support from home qualify. A

Critic Advocates·Piant Shutdowns ...
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The Navy's Largest R&D Laboratory
Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California
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&
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Engineering
Electrical
Mechanical
Chemical

SCOTCH WHISKY

Research- Design- Development-· Testing
Job Rotational Training Program
On-Center Graduate Program

'

Univ~rsity of Southern C~lifornia

The Integrated One

On-Campus Interviews
Monday, 3 February
Tuesday1 4 February (AM Only)
Contact Your Placement Office
For An Appointment

Everybody
Welcome
35 Winrock
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''Hollow Crown'' Bowdy
. !

,,

Irving Lee, left, and two other
dancers perform the "Glory"
sequence from Pippin. The
m u sj c a I, directed and

choreographed by Bob Fosse, will
be performed at Popejoy next
Tuesday night. Barry Williams
appears in the title role as Pippin.

Death Be Not Proud

I!

!•

"The Reincarnation of Peter
Proud"
(Eostdale)

* * *
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By JEFFREY HUDSON
"Dreams allow us to go quietly
insan!' every night and wake up
sane again" or so this movie lends
us to believe. But not so for our
his tory professor (Michael
Sarrazin). He is being hounded by
illuminations of a past existence;
he reels his. murder over and over.
in his nightmares; screaming out
in a voice that isn't his. Arc they
fantasies? Dreams? They don't
appear on an electrocardiogram so
they can't be dreams. What are
they?
What a perfect property for
another 'thrilling soap opera. The
dialogue is slurrpy, TV slick, the
kind concept writers and scientists
turne,d fiction. authors write to fill
out an unusual plof line.
If these hallucinations (filmed
in flickering, flashing, repetitive
yet understandable images, artly
spliced) are' to be believed must
we not seek their truth? Must we
fiat take the academic approach
much as Peter did and consult a
parapsychologist for a few rounds

of scientific testing (a friendly one
who will bed your girl and want
to write for fame and fortune a
best seller on your experiences).
And if you arc in fact the
evolution of a true-to-heart
bastard who surely deserved his
fate are you being compelled for
vengeance over the ages.
I am surprised the producers
could drag this idea out as long as
they did. They used plenty of
footage of Peter l'roud behind the
wheel of his car, too many scenes
of,,Massachusctts and an overdose
. of recurring images. Another
occult event explored, explained,
and distorted by the media.
The movie is subtly boring,
with its all too many pretty faces
in the whiskey soaked country
club existence.
The interest, the inner
exeitement is when Pete is about
to meet his past, the visit to his
own grave.
Not to go further, after this
'point it is the author's concern on
how they want to evolve the·
story. In total, the audience is
confronted with the karmaic
question of paying the debts of
one's past life.

ffiondel
Now
ot
Firehouse
By THOMAS LINDSEY
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Appearing for a few days at the
Firehouse Theatre, 3201 Central
is Harvey Mandel. The blues, rock,
and of late, jazz-rock guitarist
played a good set of music which
took in a variety of styles
Wednesday evening.
Soul-rock. perhaps best
categodzes two of their
repertoire, "Feel The Sound" and
"My Soul's On Firl!," the latter
from the Pure lrood and Drug Act
days. Bob Hogans does the voeals
as well as the piano and
syn thesizet, and although a
number like "Soul's On Fire"
suffers somewhat from lack of
Sugarcane's fiddle and voice,
Hogans does very well.
The three mart group, rounded
out by Toni Henderson, a
powerhouse drummer, also played
'
es Around Goes
from the PFDA

alternately titled "Leavin' Trunk"
or "Ain't Seen No Whiskey," and
some good free-form stuff that
was more like the areas Mandel
was moving into with the album

Shangrenade.

Harvey, Bob and Tom, along
with (presumably) Downright
August, a free form instrumental
group from Albuquerque, will be
appearing Jan, 29 through Feb. 2.
It is good music, a good place to
see and hear it, and good news for
peopll! who can appreciate a place
like this that the Firehouse and
Hunglee Music are apparently.
overeoming· some controversial
hassles.

By MIKE ROBERTSON
Twas the dark and dampened
night of the twenty-ninth and
history was much alive and with
Us this evening, history neatly
unclothed and out front as a well
trussed breast, bold and bawdy,
'fhrust upon us are the epithets,
the quips and quotes of inner
England in the heydays qf bastard
sons, rolling heads, imprisoped
queens, unkingly Gods and
ungodly Kings.
We are raised to view Eng.Jish
history in terms or risin{l and
falling monarchys,. twisting. and
turning events of times unfolding
pomp and circumstances of raging
whims, We are taught to see
England in terms of stogy facts
and dealings of ..• well, royal
denlings. But rarely without the
awe of royalty and the veneration
of lengthy lineages. Always
serious politics with little grain of
human commonness. Indeed they
arc not common at all-so we are
to believe.
But an entertainment of, and
often by, the kings and queens of
a nation steeped in reverent moral
rectitude for a history ot
infinitely recorded detail of regal
politics? (How quaint,) To satirize
such regal splendor, to chastise so
explicitly the nuances of inner
court manure which so abounds
yet is never expounded because of
strict reverence to a heritage, to
dramatically humorize such, what
a thing to behold.
Yet here we have it, right here
in River•city, an honest to God
troupe of English Shakespearean

"Now some have been depos'd,
some slain in war,/Some haunted
by the ghosts they have
deposed,/Some poisoned by their
wives, some sleeping kill'd,/A/1
murthered-(or within the hollow
c1·own/That rounds the mortal
temples of a king/Keeps Death his
court, and there the antic
sits,/Sco(fing his state and
grinning at l1is pomp,/Allowing
. him a breath, a little scene,/To
mOIItJI'chize, be (ear'd, and kill
with looks."
Dotlt quoth Michael Redgrave
whereupon he sets down the.
golden crown (conspicuously void
of interior rnatter) betwixt his
fin~ers and we begin. The piece
proceeding, from Shakespeare's
Richard II, is so very apt in our
beginning because it seriously
depicts the eternal battle. between

505·344-7523

·Groups Couples Individuals
for more Information call:
3()20 Rio Grande NW
Alhuquerque, NM 87107
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Sunday Services
9:30 A.M.-Holy Communion
5:00 P.M.-Holy Communion
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425 University NE
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What o Tosty little Sucker

..

Dracula, played by Wade Madson, is embraced by his
vampire wives (below). Above, C. W. Renfiel~, a lunatic
who keeps strange pets; peers into a box of spiders.
Both scenes are from the UNM Drama Dept. production
of. Dracula, adapted by Ken Hill from Bram Stoker's novel.
• The production premieres tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Experimental Theatre with other performances scheduled
for Sat. at 8 p.m. and next Saturday at . midnight.
Admission is $1.

~ CCl!~
2421 San Pedro N.E.
266-8113

• (Photos. by Cathy W!lnek)

Grand Opening Feb. 1
Up Jo 90 miles per gallon on
a two wheel fun machine.
1'1o Pedalling required

"""-~~-/

players giving their aJI (and it was .
a goodly amount to supply a
highly appreciative gathering at
Popejoy Hall) to breal<down much
of the fortress of securely
established rectitude toward our
comical linepp of royalty. These
ordinary human beings are given a
humor, and drama and a bit new
rl!atity of ordinary lust and
disgusting foibles which the rest
of us enjoy, which they enjoyed
all along but we were supposed to
be oblivious to-'but not on this
particular night.

of cpurse Michael Redgrave). The
set was simple: five courtly. chairs
and a table with a backdrop of
hanging red cloth drawn taut
behind the players.

..

DOONESBURY

Sf>

CANTERBURY CHAPEL
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"Life is a journey,
nola destination. "
. ALBUQUEROUI:
GROWTH CENTER

the divine right of mon11rchs and,
the divine rights of the rest of the
world. (How does one deal with a
knave of a king who Is so heavenly
appointed? I recommend you the
case of Charles 1)
In "The Hollow Crown" one
historical piece is .led ill to .another
giving a decent continuity though
I can't rightly state its topical
order. Wf' begin with Richard and
end with Victoria, interspersed
with lively and often ribald songs
(sung a no played by guitarist
Adrian Ha~man) and various
comments of well known literary
personages (played. by the
remaining cast Paul Hardwick,
Derek Jacobi, Brenda Bruce, and

l
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How Roots give your feet
a good feeling, .
then send it up your spine. "
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Sal~t

Al$0, .I
NClP 7IIG

$499.00:

VACATlON.

266-5797

\~

5400 Menaul

Jensen

Speaker System Sale

To,.. the idea behind Roots. taki! a side·vlew
look at the shoe. Notice the gentle receSS of the
back. Your heel is the lowOst par! of your foot,
so in Roots It sits in the lowest part of your shc:w!You stand straightet olll$ muscles In the back of
your legs and lhe!imall of your back spring lo life
to help oold you up and move you around.

I

Get Great Sound
At Great Prices
NOW

fi•

Jensen

Reg. $249.95
Model 6 Now $194.95

Jensen
Save
20%andmore

Jensen
Model
.Jensen
Model
Jenson

1 REg. $42.00

.

2 Reg. $69.00

Model 3 REg .. $99.00

Every. Sunday Morpihg to
Parkview Baptist Church

Jensen

Bus leaves La Posada parking lot at ·9:15 a.m. and
returns at 1 2:15 ,p,m. A light
breakfast is served at the
church. For more information
call 242-2606.

Open Friday Until 9:00

il~ ~!?X!!.2~. ~.~~
And
Albuquerque

r_:.

Model

Now consider thai recess in your sote called rhe
arch If you ~pend a good deal olllme or\ hard
level grot.md. uriStlpj:)OrteCI atthes ean sag ·arid· fall
out of shape. (This IS why In toose prNtuiser
days a polic.man was known as a flatfoot.)

Children's Theater
Present

$30.95
$54.95
$79.95

HI·FI STEREO

I

••
Sat. Feb. l;Sun. Feb. 2-1:30 and 3:30pm
Tickets-in advance $1.25-Door $1.50
Group Rates-10 or more $1.00 ea~h

Tel277-3121

All told, !loots bring a good. natural feeling lo
rnanfs somewlv.t un·nalural custom of treading
hard tioors and clly sidewalks. Roots art design·
•. ed and made in canada. At the heart of our

_Tohelp.preVel"it.yo.Ur'·a·_rchesr.romfalll.ng;~·u. cflon. IW.0 ge·.· nerol.tio·ns·· or co)>blers
Roots haw a comfortable contour to
~ prod.
(a father and four sons) ding to the
supportthem. Neattholrohl, the sole
IS· curved like a rocker. In nonnal
walkJng~ w.eighlland-5 first' on your
heel. shift& along the outer side of
your loot. _then diagonally acro~s

Model 4 Reg. $129.001 a.-_ _..1
Menaul and Pennsylvania NE

toyourbigtoewhlchsprlngsyouollonyourooxl
The rockor makes that tra,.fer of wefgllt
and yourforward propulsion allllleeasler, whleh
makes each .slep a little less.llrlng.
Roots are -~de from top·grain Canadian hide~
and lined wilh soft calfskin.
step
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Mtul"dlootweu'··

premise thai a !J?<>d part of quality
footwea·rmust still he made by hand.
The.waywe feel about maklngRools·
hasalottndowllhthewayyou'llfeel
weatirltJihefrl

City feet need Roots.
Rools are sold Oiily al RoofS sho-ps.

SCOTTSDALg VILLAGE 1129, 3107 gubank Ng
Phone: 293-3377

Hours: Dally from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday till9 p.m. Sunday from noon to 5 p.m•
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UNM, UTEP Vie
In Matinee
.

.

By DEL JONES
After taking a "vacation" with
'll non-conference garne last
Monday, it's back to WAC action
for UNM basketball Satt1rday as
thf.ly take on Texas·El Paso in the
TVS WAC game of the week
beginning at 3:10 p.m. in the
Arena.
The Miners are infamous for
the ball·control, low•scoring
conteats which has made them
one of the top defensive teams in
the nation for several years. This
year is no different .as UTEP is
allowing WAC opposition only 59
points a gaine while scoring only' a
64,7 clip themselves, UNM on the
other hand is scoring at a 73.8
rate, .
But Lobo coach Norm
Ellenberger has given no
indication that the running Lobos
will try to force UTEP out of its
game plan, on the contrary he has
reverted to the slow down game
plan himself. With the recent
misfortunes the· Lobos have
undergone, Ellenberger has been
force~ tq. go to tactics which

'
i
I

Daily lobo

Sports
former UNM coach Bob King used
to put UNM om the map.
"Either' one • of us may not
s)loo t it Saturday," said
Ellenberger. "We may take the
opening tipoff and go to the
dressing room with it."
The Lobos stalled only once for
any length of time under
Ellenberger. That happened last
season against Colorado State
when UNM took the floor minus a
full team because of disciplinary
action taken by Ellen berger.
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Entries are due Wednesday,
Feb .. 5 for women's bowling and
competition will start Wednesday,·
Feb. 12, For the men the entries
for power Iitt (weight lifting) are
due Tuesday the 4th with
competition getting underway
Saturday the 8th at 9 a.m,
The men's 5·10 and· under
basketball finals will be held in
the University Arena on Feb. 10before the Lo nos take on
Cai·State L.A.

Open Mind presents
Sat. & Sun.
Feb. I &2
The first in a series of

Metaphysical Movies

Inner

·Spaoes

;

'

with Capt. Edgar Mitchell,
Apollo 14 Astronaut, Capt.
Mitchell, the sixth man on the
moon, who conduct~d telepa. thy experiments from outet
space, now explores the ''Inner•
Space''
the human mind

or

Open Mind bookstore
30 10 Central SE .
Feb. 1 &8

,.-Evolution ot a Yogi"
with kam Ullss

.

The Wolfpack is again in the
position of playing well under full
st~ength as the roster is down to
nine players and studen~ manager
George Harper has lately had to
dress out in order for the Lobos
to run thll pregame (!rill.
Elhmberger made it clear be
does not plan to stall, . but will
play contl:ol basketball.
· "You've got to have a little
whoa in the game but some
giddy-yup is also import11nt. :You
won't ~ee us walking down the
court."
Both UTEP and UNM are 3·3-in
conference action and both have
dropped a game at home so
pressure will b~t riding · henvY on
·
both clubs.
The matcliup between the two
centers, Bill Hagins of UNM and

Bary Brewster of UTEP, will /
Overall
WAC
probably be the highlight of the
game. Hagins at 6·7 is averaging
TEAM
w L POT. w
L
i6 points and. 12.7 rebounds a
Ari~ona State
5
1
.833
16
2
contest while the 6·8 .Brewster is
Arizona
4
.667
tight. behind with 15,8 points and
15
3
2
Colorado State
3
2
,600
10
9. 5 boards. Ellenberger said Miner
6
UNM
s 3 .500 11
coach Don Haskins believes
6
• Texas.·El Paso
3
3
.500
4
Brewster may be the best
13
Utah
2
.400
3
defensive pivot man in the United
11
5
Brigham You~g
4
.250
1
8
8
States.
Wyoming
"And·· when Haskins· says
1
4
.250
8
8
sometl:ling like that you know be's
Satur!iay, Feb. l
not kidding."
Texas·EI Paso at UNM (TVS, 3:10)
· Also starting for the Miners will
Arizona State at Arizona
be guards Jake Poole (9,0) and
Brigham Young. at Utah State
Ron Jones ( 5.5 ), and forwards
Oklahoma. City at Utah
John Saffle (4. 7) and Tom Pauling
Athletes in Action at Wyoming (exhibition)
\,.
(7.1~. The Lobos will start Hagins
at center Pat King (10.9) and Dan
Davis (4.6) at guards and Rich
Pokorski (14,3) and Norm Cacy
(6.1) at the forwards.

LobosSki CIAL
After a short break last week,
the UNM ski team will now return
to Central Jntercollegiate Alpine
League (CIAL) competition when
it travels to Winter Park and
Copper Mountain ski areas in
Colorado.
·

Lobo Prey

The Lobos were in Winter Park
Thursday and today for both
slalom arid giant slalom events and
Saturday and Sunday will move to
Copper Mountain to finish out a
weekend of league races.
UNM is currently on top of the
CIAL with 98 team points while

j
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Student Seating
Hassles Continue

eOO

especially the sharp and fragile peaks
If you're a serious music l011er.
!hot produce the highest notes; the
you most likely hove a sizeobl~
most brilliant moments ol the •
investment in a component system.
recOr'ding.
Soourodviceobout upgrading
Should this happen, Jascha
might come o little late.
Heifetz will nwer sound quite the \
But your record collection is the
someogom. Nor will Beverly Sills.
costliest component of oil, and the
Nor; for that maller, will the Stones.
most fragile. Whofs more, there's
Experienced component owners
just no way to improve a damaged
kncMiollthis. Which is why so many
record. So advice about upgrading
of them. especially record reviewers
your turntable is better late than
and ofher music experts, won't play
never.
their records on onylhing butu fine
The cheapest record changer ·
precision turntable.
'
and the finest automatic turntable
To get that kind ol turntable, we
bring the tonearm to the recerd ond
suggest you ask someone you ki'\CMI
lilt it oil at the end of p!oy. The
ond ttust who really kr'Kl'Ml
critical dilference comes during the
·components.
A friend. A record
twenty minutes or so that the stylus
reviewer. An audio engineer.
is in the grOOI'e.
Beller yet, JUSt visit US, oJid Jet
During ploy: the stylus is
us demonstrate o Dual to you. Then ·
violently tossed up, down and
sicje.Noys thousands of times a second • . ot will be o long, long time before
as itfoilowsQII the twists and turns
you'll need to upgrade ~~·
your.turnlab!e.
I ,
'of the groove. Any
curves the stylus
can't follo;v it
chopowoy:

3011 ~IONTE VISTA N.E.

,!8=
0

:E

c.>

upgrade your eQIRP.OI.I'-nt. mJ•m
'
is before you buy it.

for 25 Years Your
Campus Sound· Center
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Lobo Scott McClelland (dark) was decisioned by Phil Bayouth 6·2,
Thursday night at Johnson Gym.
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TRACK: Twelve UNM tracksters
will compete in the prestigious JC Colo., is •close behind with 93
team points.
Jn individual
track invite at Tingley Coliseum Colorado
College
of
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. The meet :ran kings, UNM has the second and
will be preceded by another meet third ranked conference slalom
with several UNM runners at 1:30 skiers in John Goan and George .
Woemdle.
p.m.
For the women, Kathryn
The meet will be preceded by Campbell, a freshman from
another meet with several UNM Ruidoso, N.M., continues to be
the number-one skier for UNM.
runners at 1:30 p.m.
' She is already n member .of the
BASKETBALL: The Lobos _get all-conference team since she won
back into WAC action at 3:10 the one downhill event of the yeat
p.m. Saturday when ' they play and the slalom. Other top women
UTEP in the Pit.
include Nancy Church and Bcje
GYMNASTICS: UNM will take Bohannon.
Part in the UCLA Invitational
Teams from Regis College,
SaturdaY' with several major teams Metro College in Denver,
competing.
Col.orado State, Colorado
WOMEN'S BaSKETBALL: With Mountain College, Colorado
a l·l Intermountain Conference Women's College and Colorado
record, the UNM women's School of Mines will participate in
basketball squad travels to the the four days of slalom warfare.
cold country to play . Northern
"This will be a very big
Colorado · on Friday night and weekend for league competition,"
UNM c.oac:h George Brooks
Wyoming Saturday night.
SWIMMING: Both the men's and explained. "Colorado College has
women's swim team will go to a fine team and they are pushing
Utah this weekend where the men us for the league lead, so we must
will take on BYU Friday and Utah have some strong performances
Saturday while the women go this week to hold on to our slim
against BYU in the Cougar· advantage."
Invitational Friday night.
SKUNG: The skiers go to·Winter
Park and Copper Mountain ski
areas in Colorado where they will
attempt to hang on to their slim
lead in the CIAL.
·~
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ByJOLOPEZ
Mary Barnlls, UNM ticket manager, said there has been talk
about reserved seating for students because present reserved
seating procedures for students don't seem to be working.
The pre!ent reserved student seating plan is an option for
students. They can either use their athletic J.D. and sit anywhere
in student sections 191 20, or 21, or they can use their athletic
J.D. to pick up a reserved ticket in student sections 18 or 22. The
plan was formed especially for those students who may be late to
a game and like to sit low. They at least like to have a seat waiting
for them when they get there.
Reserved tickets must be picked up by students by five o'clock
the previous working day of the game. All tickets not pick'!d up
are sold. to the pUblic the-;day of the gamt!. ..
, • v..,. < ••
The main complaint from Mrs. Barnes is that many students
who do pick up their reserved seats are not sitting in that
designated seat. Instead many of them are moving over to the
central student section, and leaving their reserved seat vacant.
That leaves seats that could have been sold to the public for
$3.50.
Athletic Director Lavon McDol'lald estimates about 24 0 to 250
students pick up reserved tickets. The rest of the approximately
360 seats are usually always sold to the public. McDonald said he
feels if that many stud!'nl.s are going to pick Up reserved tickets,
I

'Program's Worth It'
then the program's worth it. And even though some students
move over to vacant seats in the middle sections, McDonald still
sees the program as agreeable. "We do wish students would stay
in their reserved seats, especially when there is a large crowd,"
McDonald said.
The idea of the reserved student section was the combination
idea of McDonald and Gil Gonzales, ASUNM President. This plan
was then presented to the Student Senate and agreed upon.
Gonzales said there has been no negative feedback from students,
and expects the plan to be used again next year. "If there are any
complaints from the business people,l'm sure we'll be informed
about them from Lavon McDonald," Gonzales said.
McDonald said he expects the plan to bt! llsed again next yeat.
But Mrs. Barnes says something must be added. to it. "We must
try to get a better system," she said.
_ _
Mrs. Barnes mentioned a poll taken at one game during the
season. She said it was found that many of the lower seats in the
Arena were occupied by as few as 15 people when the benches
are made for 20 people. She said these people spread out to their
own convenience and instead of taking Up one seat, they take up
one and a half seats. She said reserved seating would solve this
problem. She also said that she hoped students would someday
have the choice ofwhether they want an athletic card or not.
In any case, the student section at the Arena will follow the
'- same plan as it has all semester.
.I

TAX Returns
Professionally Prepared

by

Bill Arnold

(Nt>ur Glrurd A <:entral N.E.)

Income rax Consultant
For Appointment call:

DIAL 255·1694

or

/\IIN!n Allerlten Brlgg8

293-9624
292-2475

I 1701 Menaul N.E.

By DEL .JONES
'l'he UNM wrestling team could
manage O!lly three individual wins
on its way to a 25·12 loss at the
hands of WAC foe Wyoming,
Thursday night at Johnson Gym.
The Lobos now fall to 3·5 on
the year, while Wyoming, having
one of its best wrestling years
ever, moves to 6·1..
UNM h!lavYweight Milto11 Seals
incre11sed his record to 9·1 with an
easy pin over Cowboy . Bruce
Pelctti with only 1:05 gone in the
first periqd. The fall was Seal's
eighth of the year.
Peletti quickly got a takedown
on Seals but within three seconds
the positions were not only
reversed but P¢letti was fiat on his
back. .Seals used a roll to ~~everse
.and then pinned Peletti's arm and
quickly w~nt into a half n~lson to
end it all. But. by that time UNM
was way behind.
"l had just about all the
workout I wanted," said Seals
who never worked up a sweat.
The other two UNM wins were
by Frank Gilpin at 134·poun!is
and Dave Goodier at 190. Gilpin
decisioned Ryan Gamble 9·4
scoring most of his points on
three reversals, With 45 seconds
left in the second period Gamble
came up with an escape to make
the match close at 6·4 but Gilpin
put it away in the final period
with his third reversal.
Goodier won a decision over
J.im Kysar, 8·5, scoring three
points in three seconds on a quick
escape and an almost immediate
takedown with about ten seconds
left in the initial stanza. Goodier
iced the decision when be came
up with a reverse eatlY in the third
period to make the score 7·2.
The .rest of the team managed
little against the ... Cowboy
grapplers, but only one Lobo,
Martin.Piugge at·168 pounds was
pinned. It didn't take long for
that to happen as Steve Zawacki
nailed him to the mat with 1:09

Lobos Get
Top Notch
JC Back

left in the first period to put
Wyoming up 18·3 ill the match.
In a slow match for the light
118-poundcrs, Don Meeker
decisioned UNM's Benny Arag011
4· 2 with an almost iden ticnl

and .Bob Steele decisioncd Jim
KYs!lr 8·5 at 190.
Coa.ch Ron Jacobsen blamed
the loss mostly on the fact that
much or his team had been down
with the flu and therefor!l
condif;ioning hnd lagged. "We
didn't have the .explosiveness we
needed so we just. gassed and
butned,''
The Lobos' next !),latch will be
at home Feb. 6 against WAC
opponent Ut11h, at 7:30 p.m. in
Johnson Gym.

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $15 a week
Donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA
DONOR CENTtR
In probably the best match of the
night, Frank Gilpin (on top)
defeated Rvan Gamble 94.

8 am to5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

match following as Phil Bayoulh
decisioned Scott Mc:Cielland 6·2
in the l26·pound match.
Gilpin then won his match but
the Lobos couldn't manage
anolher win for six more matches
as Danny Goodbehere decisioned
Roland Kurth 3·1, at 142, Jody
Sloan decisioned Tom McLain 9·2
at 150, Plugge was pinned by
Zawac:ki, Paui Reed defeated
Tony Barton 9·2 in the 167 class,

DOCTOR IN
.RESIDENCE

Bobby Scott, a 6·0, 215 pound
running back from Ellsworth
Junior College in Iowa, bas
enrolled at UNM for the spring
semester.
A natiVe of Quitman, Georgia,
Scott rushed for over 860 yards in
131 carries for '6.6 yards per carry
last season for Ellsworth. He will
be eligible to work with ,the Lobos
during spring football drills. He
was an all-conference performer in
the Iowa Junior College
Conference and rushed Cor over
280 yards in one contest last year.
Scott is also an outstanding
student graduating with better
Lhan a 3.0 grade point average
from Ellsworth.
"Bobby will fit into our
offensive system. very well,,, Lobo
assistant coach Harold Queisser
ex plaillild. "He can catch the
football and is a very good runnel'.

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Our big collection is
dazzling • • • a -diamond
to fit her finger
and your budget

The Institute of Religion

1) butterfield
Your Personal Service
jervelers_

religion classes
offered daily
Book of Mormon
General Epistles and the Apocalypse
, Doctrine and Covenants
com~ by or call
LOS Institute of Religion
1601 Grand NE 243-3637

~Poked'

STUDENT
CREDIT TERMS

2312
for. Diamonds • ON UNIIJERSITV HILL
. ... CENTRAL
. SE • the Store
.
~

~

~

--~

BICYCLE SALE 10 percent oil on what
are alr~ady the lowest Prices In town on
Gltanc and other fine bikes. WORLD
OHAMPION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal
tfn
Place .sE, 843-9378.
NEEDED-TWO MA:LE ro9mmatea fur... RUGGED S:ELF..CONTAINED MOTOR
nl11hcd ho119e1 one block from UNM, $70
.HOME converted from Blue 'Dird Bus,
Rates; 10¢ per word per day with a
month plu!l \ltil!tll;!l;l, 247~3093. D!!nnis,
Luxurious Interior sleeps 4, heavy duty
$1,00 per day minimum charee, or 6¢
1/31
drive train with 8 gcai'J!, $8600 •. Con•
per word per day with a 601 per day
alder 4·whcel drive iJl on trade, (606)
minimum charge for ads published ftve
'JlOOMMATE
NEEDED
'l'O
SHARE
two
2/3
437·8166, Alamogordo,
or more conaeciutive days wlth no
bedroom luxury apt. Own room. Great
refund,
faciiJtlel!.
$90,
cAll
2~6·0712. Leave mea.,
FOREIG:N
LANGUAGE
MAJORS,
Span·
Terms: J>aymunt must be made hl full
I' sage,
2/3
Ish ·keyboard typewriters In stock now,
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Duke City Typewriter, 1325 San Mateo
· Where i Marron HaJJ, 1'111• 182
3% ROOM -1\PAR'I'MENT complete ldtchw
NE,
266·8347, Special rates to 11tudcnts
or bJI 1114il
en, $136, 341i·3266, •
2/'l
& faculty,
2/3
Classified Advertlslnlif
GARDENS.,...homc growns better, cheaPer
UNM P..O. Box 20
LAND
FOR
SALE,
Southern
New
Mexico,
-irrigated by owner. 277~5813, 873Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
· a to 40 acre. · Tracts, terms, West
1131.
1/31
Source. (506) 437·8166,
2/3
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An PADDLEDALL PLAYERS I Racquets l
1) PERSONALS
Dulls-now on I!Peclnl at. the Dike Shop,
apnrtm11nt complex for tho young and
823 Yale SE, 842-9l00,
1/31
HAVE YOU EVER just n~:cded someone
the young at heart. Rents start at $130,
to Iiston 7 AGORA, 277~3013 or como/by
Large swimming pool. Efficiencies & 1 LEATHE'R. & SUEDE COATS & jackets
NW Corner Moaa Vlatn.
1 31
bdrm avnflnble, furnished ol:' unfurnhundreds to choose !rom 2·25 dollars
ished. Walking 1llstanco to UNM. •1620
each, 'l'he Dead Shaman, 400 San Felipe
HARVEY MANDEL and DOWNRIGHT
Unlveraity
NE.
243·241)4.
2/2'1
NW. Open 10·6 aoven days a week. 20
AUGUST at tho Firehouse Music
percent oil with thi11 ad.
1/24
Theatre, JanuarY 29 thiu Feb, 2, 3201
Central llE.
·
1/31
5) FOR SALE
SPECIAL SILVER 'rUDING & turquoise
choker kit. Do it youraclf, fun, CMY,
AUTUMN PEOPLE nrc back at
CARRARO'S PIZZA. Wn deliver. 2GB·
cheap, $7.50 each. 20 percent oil with
KELLY'S OT,HERSlDE.
1/31
~300,
2/7
this Ad. The Dead Shaman, Old Town,
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
CHARLIE ROMEJlO. Unlquo gold and
1/24
open 10·7, 7 days a week,
have frlcnda who care at Birthright,
diamond wedding ringa. 293-6901, 5/2
RECYCLED DLU JEANS. In mnny
247-9819.
·
~fn
_ FOR SALE: Dowmnr 901 Calculator $46,
colora, eordory pants, 2·5 dollars each.
883·1!308.
2/6
2) LOST & FOUND
Wooly warm ahlrts & coats, 3·7 dollars
each. Special lamb's wool fur coats, 36·
'rEAC DOLBY unit.- MagnavQx Dine~
LOST: DLACIC Rapldograph drnwln~t
48
dollars while they IMt. The Bend
nnd White portnblo TV, 9' ~creen. Gun·
pen....;broltcn clip, Contnct Nnncy1 218
Shaman, 20 percent off with this ad,
run11cr
Pawn,
3107
Central
NE.
1/31
Vussnr SE.
1/31
1/24
LOST-6-morttho()Jd female cat, Reward.!
PADDLEDALL PLAYERS I Prot~ct your VOLVO & VOLKSWAGEN WORK. Rca•
56-9473.
2/u
sonable prices, Foreign Auto Service,
eyes agaihst balls nnd racquets with our
6121 Gibaon SE, 265·6~24.
trn
'new eye guards. Stop by and have a
LOST: In JG women's locker room, white
look. Tho Dileo Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842·
shell chol1er. Flildcr, plense call 81-4320
WA'l'ERDE~~Phrte
aystems
starting
9100.
·
tfn
after 6 pm. Reward I
1/31
· at $69.95. Water Trlpa, 3407 Central,
HANDBALL PLAYERS! wo 11ow stock
Across from Arbics, 268-8465.
• ttn
LOST-MALE SIAMESE In vicinity of
handball
gloves,
balls,
wristbands
and
314 Vassar SE. Please call 266·91i08.
20
PORTABLE
TV's,
$30·$60.
441
WYo·
hcndbnnda
All
nt
special
low
prlcell.
2/5
ming NE, 21ili·6987,
2/7
The Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100,
tfn
FOUND: WIRE·RIMMED gl11ssoa In
6) EMPLOYMENT
beaded case with Jensen & Poco's phone
MUSICAL lNSTRUMENTS.,...Dundy Flute
no. Inside, Found Educ, 103, 1/27 nt
-$100,
Gemelnhardt
Piccolo
$160,
MEN
I WOMEN I JODS ON SHIPS I No
2:30. Identify & claim, Marron Hall
Bundy Clnrlnet:.-$126. Getzcn Trumpet
experience required. Excellent pay,
2/4
132.
-$11i(), All NEW I 268·7290.
2/G
Worldwide travel. Perfect summer jobs
or career. Send $3.00 for information.
FOUND: A book Jolt In Marron Unll 132•. CYCLISTS I AVOID the spring rushSEAI•'AX, Dept. M-6, P.O. Dox 2049,
Identify & claim In Marron Hall 13.2.
Get your bike ready for the warm
Port Angelos, Washington 98362.
2/4
weather now. Tho Dlltc Shop, 823 Yale
REWARD I Lost large sum money. DesPART-TIME JOB, graduate students
SE. 842-9100.
tfn
perately needed I Rick aft<~r 6 pm. 836·
only, Afternoons & evenings. Must be
5173.
1/31
LIKE NEW AR eight-track quaclrophonlc
able to work Friday & Saturday nights.
player, also Air Force Parda, 38 negoLOST YOUNG female Irish setter, with
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in
tiable, 808 Coni Place NE No. 4 after 6
collar rabies tag. Reward. Call 265-8667.
person, no phone calls please. Save Way
pm.
·
2/4
Thanks.
1/31
2/1
Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE.
GOING HOMJi1 , , : ae·nt a Ryder Truck
and move yourael( , • ,cHEAP,· 76G.
1111, 10% off on one-way ffl9Ves with
this ad and stUdent ID.
·
2/8

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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JEWELRY CASTING CLASS by Tom
Thmuson at the Studio Gallery, End of
2/6
Feb. Call '247·8311.
EDITORIAL: Spelling, grnmmnr, sYntax.
Mnke your papers readable, Call 293·
8721 after G pm,
2/13
TYPIST-EXPERIENCED, Will type
your papers, rc)lorts, dissertations, etc.
Reasonable rates. Contact: Glenda 296·
9269 or Carolyn 277-6347.
2/4
TV SERVICE & SALES. Nltc calls,
$14.95 plus parts. 7 pm..:1o pm only1
265-7707.
2/4
MOTORCYCLE REPAIR. Spcclnllzlng tn
tunc.ups, overhauls nn1l roatorntions of
British bikoa-old or new. Call Ed at
265-7082.
2/4
THE DELLY DANCE CENTER clnssoa
begin February 4·6-G in the loving nnd
artistic expression of feminine con·
sclousnOBII. Call Elizabeth 346·4021 or
Robyn 877-6279.
2/3
MIME AND TAP children-adults. The
Mime Experiment Inc. 842·1080.
2/7
ASTROLOGICAL BIRTH CHARTS ac·
curatc!ly cast, $2.60. Partial ihtcrpreta•
1/31
tion, $3.00. 266·3226,

4)

'•.

;

-

•

BRITANNIA GREAT DOOKS ami supplements, $175 or boat offer, 266·0866. 2/4

8)

BEAUTIFUL AFFECTIONATE long•
haired ldttcns, $5.00 (m011eY for sPaYing mama). Dctsy 265·9398,
1/31
HP-M good condition, aU accoasorlm,
$155, 344-6928.
1/31
BUFFET D·Oat CLARINET, excellent
condition, $360 or best offer, 243·1583.
1/31
'74 CAMERO, 4000 mi. a/c & pjs, AMFM stc!rco. 265-3266 after 6 PM. 1/31
'72 VW POP-TOP Camper, new engine,
excellent, $3200, 298·3767<
1/31

FOR RENT

>

7)

1/30

TUTORING AVAILABLE :for organic
chemistry 302. Call after 6 PM, 2430829.
2/3
BELLY DANCING. The Ancient Art
That Celebrates Woman. A beautiful
way to get in touch with. your female
energy. We arc offering a variety of
courses covering all aspects or belly
dancing, yoga, meditation and bodY'
awareness techniques are included.
For more information, call The Blue
Hareem Belly Dancing School, 256·1967.
1/31
PHOTOGRAPHY
COURSE
forming.
Uow-to-do-lt, . taught by art-oriented
professional•. No hlstot'l", chemistry or
esthetics; but all about camera operatiC:IIl, exposure, darkroom production,
films and lenses. Dlack-artd-white emPhMizod. One thrcc.hour lecture weekly,
individualized Instruction and heavy·
practice irt· excellent darkroom near
UNM. Discussions, critiques, field tl:'lps.
Absolute beginners: welcome, ol:' intermediate. Limited to ten very serious
persons, starting around Feb. 8th •. FlUs
fast, so reserve a place now. Details:·
2/6
A-Photographer; 265·2444.
MED SCHOOL and LAW applicilUons
photos. Lowcst pricelf in town, yet good
craftsmanship, Call 26S·2444 or come
to 1717 Gll:'ard Bllld NE.
2/6
PASSPORT,. IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town l Fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 26S-2444 or come to
1717 Girard Blvd NE.
· ten
PHOTOGRAPHY enthusiasts, students!
· Clllltom
black-and-white
processing,
printing. Fine-grain or push-processing
or film. Contact sheets or custom proofs.
High qUality enlargements; mounting;
etc. Advice, if ,11Bkcd. Call. 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Gtrnrd Blvd. NE.
2/G
WATElWED~omplete systems starting
at $69.96. Water Trips, . 3407 Central
tfn
neross from Arbies. 268·8465.
MID•CAMPUS APARTMENTS. Moclern
efficiencies 2 blocks from U:NM. $126
utllitioa included. 1515 Copper NE. 2/6
SOUTJI·EAST .FOUR DEDROM, Hard·
wood, FA, closed to everythh\g, $225.
. ....,
344•3771~ . .
.
. . 2/6
3-l3EDROM unfurnished hoUse, $135 J)!us
utilities close to buses, stores. Rod, 831•
• • ' .. • • • v .. . ?~73.. ' . ·. .. '
2/6
4 •. 'I l • • k ill' .a • • • • .. • • -. ... .. •

PANASONIO AM·FM st11rco with built-in
record changer and enssette recorder
player. Garrard SLX Record changer.
Gunrunner Pawn, 3107 Central NE.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sl!bscrlptions f~>r the Mir~ge (UNM'~
yearboo:k) will be on s!lle in the sua
all next week from lh30 a.m, to 3:30
p.m. for $7,00.

I·

~lfJ ~.£'~i"te
Applications are now being accepted
tor the Janice Day Lange Scholarship
for a Menau• High School graduate.
Contact Aaron Eicbwald at 345·2853
for more info.
"Materialism and the Mind/Body
Distinction" is the topic of a
philosophy discussion to pe held today
at 3:30 p,m, in Room 518 e>f the
Humanities Bldg.

.

Disabled ()n Campus will meet t()day
at 12:30 p,m, in .Room 25G-C of the
SUB. All interested arc welcome,

.

The Hang Gliders Club will meet
Monday, Feb, 3 at 8 p.m. in R 250·E
of the SUB to elect officers, se~ UP a
ground school and discuss purchasing a
glider,

I'

FIGURE MODELS AVAILABLE. Call
Stephanie 256-6664, New models also
welcome.
3/10

TRAVEL

WANTED - CARPOOLERS !rom Belen,
2/4
MWF, ~§.4-3393 after G:oo.

Rodey Theatre Film Fest ivai
i&Mickey On~" Directed b
Arthur
Penn
(1965)
7:00pm
.
.
"
Little Caesar Ditrected by
Mervin LeRoyC1930)9:00pm
Feb.2, Sun. $1.00 · r film

.
.

.

Going Places
.

~:

.

~

